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Chapter 9: Lambert Zuidervaart
Artistic Truth, Linguistically Turned: 
Variations on a Theme from Adorno, 
Habermas, and Hart

All dimensions of experience; may help us know truth...
H e n d rik  H a rt1

All aesthetic questions terminate in those o f the truth content oj 
artworks...

Theodor W. Adorno'1

The aesthetic "validity'’... that we attribute k> a work [oj urtj 
refers to its singularly illuminating power... to disclose anew an 
apparently fam iliar reality.

jiirgen H aberm as5

Hendrik Hart’s 1972-73 graduate seminar in systematic philosophy marks a 
turning point in my intellectual life. I had arrived in Toronto that fall to saidy 
philosophical aesthetics with Calvin G. Seerveld, who set his students to work 
on Immanuel Kant’s Critique o f Judgment. Henk dedicated his own sem inar 
to a thorough study o f Herman Dooyeweerd’s massive A New Critique o f 
Theoretical Thought, a work I had begun to read at Dordt College. Students led 
nearly every session in this year-long seminar, arid we became a formidable 
team of Dooyeweerd experts and critics. Hart’s manner o f directing the sem 
inar and his own insights inspired our best efforts. Together with Seerveld's 
pioneering in the relatively unplowed field o f aesthetics,4 Hart’s innovative 
work in systematic philosophy has provided a focus for much o f my subse
quent scholarship.

Hart and Seerveld would have their debates, especially over whether one 
needs to distinguish an aesthetic dimension to life, culture, and society . Their 
debates added a sense o f urgency to my own inquiries. Deeper down, however, 
Hart and Seer/eld shared a comprehensive conception o f knowledge and truth, 
one which encompassed more than theory, logic, and propositions and could
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accommodate the indirect, nondiscursive, and allusive character o f much mod
ern and contemporary art. Each in his own way continued Dooyeweerd’s cri
tique o f “the pretended autonomy of theoretical thought” as a project o f utniosl 
significance to culture, religious practice, and Western society.

Looking back, I see just how formative this combination o f  interests has 
proved. The final and longest chapter in my master’s thesis treats Kant's 
“dialectic o f taste” as a profound but unsuccessful attempt to ground the truth 
character o f  aesthetic judgments.5 The language o f the concluding section, 
subtitled "Aesthetic Truth in Kant’s Perspective” (440-66), has many a Hartian 
inflection. Not long afterwards, at a 1977 ICS sum m er sem inar in aesthetics 
organized by Seerveld, 1 presented a paper on “Musical and Musicological 
Knowing” whose systematic reflections on analysis, theory, and knowledge 
plainly derive from Hart’s work in epistemology. My subsequent study of 
Theodor W. Adorno’s negative dialectic and aesthetic theory drew from Hart’s 
critique o f rationality, although Adorno helped me introduce a more explicitly 
social and political edge than I found in Hart’s writings at the time.

This is not to say that I have embraced Hart’s work uncritically. One issue 
in particular has troubled me. It shows up in reports to my doctoral commit
tee (on which he served), in correspondence and conversations, and in my 
essay on his book Understanding Our World. The issue has to do with the con
nection between analysis and critique; between the logical dimension of 
knowledge, on the one hand, and hum an awareness o f norms and their vio
lation, o f  order and disorder, and o f good and evil, on the other. The issue sur
faces early on, in m y m aster’s thesis, w’here, taking a cue from Seerveld'f 
em phasis on “imaginativity” and “allusivity,” I suggest that aesthetic aware
ness, albeit non-identificatory, is “ the most elemental way” in which people 
have self-reflective consciousness o f a coherence between subject and object 
This im plies an aesthetic way o f knowing “order” that can be more or less 
truthful, even though, in Hartian or Seerveldian terms, it is pre-logical or pre- 
analytical. The issue receives a more forceful formulation in a proposition 
accom panying my doctoral dissertation, which responds to Hart’s “The 
Im passe o f Rationality Today”7 as follows: “That we must follow logical ordef 
in our explicitly knowing order does not entail that our knowing order is logi
cal: i f  we follow nonlogical order in our implicitly knowing order, then at least 
som e o f our knowing order may not be logical.” This topic returns in my essay 
on Understanding Our World, where I question Hart’s tendency to claim that 
conceptual and semantic modes o f experience are the only ways in which 
“nom ic conditions’’ can be known:

I f  nom ic conditions are real in the [Hartian] sense that they obtain 
for whatever they make possible, then why would there be no 
other ways o f knowing nomic conditions? Why, for example, 
could we not im agine nomic conditions, and in this imagining
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come to know them? Is not such im agining o f nonuc cOiiditiOiis 
an essential feature o f artistic activity as well as of the hypothetical 
element in scholarship?8

1 raised such questions to resist a potential imellectualizmg o f the ‘'reality” o f 
nomic conditions (a la Plato, for example) and to suggest that they "would 
hardly seem ‘real’ i f  they could not be experienced in precoaceptual ways.”tJ

In the meantime, o f course, H art has revised his views on n e a r ly  every  
topic that provoked my interest in the first place. Today he probably would 
have fewer counter-objections to my old worries and criticism s than he had in 
the 19 70 ’s and early 19 8 0 ’s. In the essay quoted at the outset, for example, he 
mentions poetry, novels, films, and m usic as providing “ truth and knowledge 
not available to... conceptual knowing,” without conceding, however, that 
such artistic knowledge could afford valid insights into nomic conditions (or 
what the essay calls “regularity and structure in reality" and “an order o f 
sameness”).10 At the same time, in moving away from his older account o f 
analysis and order, he may have landed in anti-rationalist territory that I find 
equally problematic, although for different reasons.11

Enough o f autobiography. My point is simply to acknowledge the form a
tive role Hendrik Hart has played in my own intellectual life, and to thank 
him publicly for the creative and discerning directions he has taken the 
Kuyperian tradition in philosophy. Also, I wanted to set a context for the topic 
of this paper. Although the paper does not discuss Hart ’s writings at length,
1 owe to him my interest in developing a broader conception o f knowledge 
and truth and my sense that the topic o f “artistic truth” is still worth pursu
ing, despite a long-standing aversion to this topic in Anglo-American philos
ophy, and despite recent challenges to the idea o f truth within poststmctural 
and postanalytical philosophy.

There is no way to do justice to such a complex and contentious topic in a 
single essay or even to indicate how my own conception o f artistic truth 
relates to crucial formulations by Hegel, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Gadamer, and 
Derrida. Let m e instead make some remarks on the history and significance 
of the topic and then sketch the beginning o f an approach derived in part 
ftom Adorno and Habermas. In the conclusion I indicate how m y approach 
might complement Hart’s systematic philosophy.

2.
The Western philosophical debate about truth in art goes back to Plato and 
Aristode. Whereas Book X o f Plato's Republic, on a non-ironical reading, denies 
the arts o f his day any capacity to carry truth, Aristotle’s Poetics suggests that 
Gteek tragedy (and, by extension, all the "imitative arts”) can provide true 
insight into the sorts o f events and characters that could occur under certain 
conditions. The difference between Plato and his most famous student turns
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on their contrasting accounts o f the nature and location o f universal “forms,* 
and on corresponding differences in their theories o f  knowledge and mimesis 
or representation. My own worries about a Haitian tendency to privilege analy
sis as the way to grasp order have historical origins in this debate.

The Plato/Aristotle debate in its many versions lasted until the eighteenth 
century, when new theories o f art as expression drastically changed the ways 
in which truth is attributed to art. From n o w  on the most forceful advocates 
o f  “ artistic truth” would link it with creativity, imagination, and the expression 
o f  that which exceeds the grasp o f ordinary or scientific understanding. One 
glim pses this new tendency in Kant’s account o f artistic “genius” as an imag
inative capacity for presenting "aesthetical ideas,” even though he would have 
found puzzling or downright dangerous subsequent Romantic claims that 
art's im aginative character makes it a "h igher” source o f truth than are sci
ence and bourgeois morality —  a higher source alongside philosophy and reli
gion, in H egel’s account o f “absolute spirit.” Hart’s recent manner o f attribut
ing truth capacity to the arts reminds one o f the Romantic em phasis on imag
ination and expression.

The debate shifts once more with the so-called “linguistic turn” in twenti
eth-century philosophy.12 Although many traces remain o f both premodern 
accounts o f representation and post-Kantian em phases on expression, a phi
losophy whose head is linguistically turned cannot easily posit direct dis/con- 
nections either between (representational) art and reality or between (expres
sive) art and the inner self. Increasingly the questions whether art can carry 
truth, and whether this capacity or its lack is crucial to art’s significance, get 
posed in one o f two ways: i) Can arts-related conversation (interpretation, 
evaluation, criticism , historiography, and the like) be true or false? 2) Are the 
arts themselves languages, such that, depending on one’s response to this 
question and one’s theory o f  language, the arts lack or possess truth-capari- 
ties in the way that languages do?13

If the debate over truth in art, in its shifting guises, were merely the con
cern o f philosophers, we might find it interesting but not all that relevant. 
This is particularly so o f the way the debate has proceeded since philosophy 
becam e institutionalized as an academic profession and began to doubt its 
own relevance to contemporary society and culture. Yet I believe the topic is 
highly significant at a time when mass media, entertainment industries, and 
new com puter technologies have become driving forces for an increasingly 
globalized consum er capitalist economy. A deep ambivalence pervades con
tem porary Western societies concerning the role o f  visual imagery, literature, 
and public perform ances in human life. Many people regard these as “mere 
entertainm ent” providing diversion for consum ers and profits for producers 
and investors. Others, however, worry about the pedagogical, political, Of 

moral impact o f  the arts and at times hold these to unyielding standards that 

the critics cannot meet in their own lives. Neither side seem s to grasp what
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enables the arts to provide either the “entertainment” or the “instruction" that 
people find satisfying or troubling, as the case may be. Yet everyone turns to 
visual imagery, literature, and perform ing arts to find orientation and to con
firm or disconfirm orientations already found. G aining orientation is essen
tial to the acquaintance, recognition, understanding, and know-how that 
belong to “knowledge” in a broad sense. To that extent, it is not esoteric to 
regard the arts as ways o f acquiring and testing knowledge or to consider spe
cific works or events or experiences o f  art more or less truthful. The challenge 
for philosophers is to give an account o f artistic truth that illum inates the con
temporary cultural scene and provides theoretical insight o f use to those who 
develop public policies, educational strategies, and personal or group deci
sions in connection with the arts.

Unfortunately, many standard theories o f truth prove deficient in this 
regard. I do not have the space to review them here.14 Perhaps the easiest way 
to indicate their inadequacy is to observe that they restrict their attention to 
linguistic and conceptual bearers o f truth. Richard Kirkham lists the follow
ing as candidates for the sorts o f  things that Anglo-American philosophers 
have considered capable o f  being true or false: “beliefs, propositions, judg
ments, assertions, statements, theories, remarks, ideas, acts o f  thought, utter
ances, sentence tokens, sentence types, sentences (unspecified), and speech 
acts.” Although Kirkham urges tolerance about which candidates to admit, 
arguing that "there is no sort o f entity that cannot in principle bear truth val
ues,” he does not actually expand the field beyond linguistic and conceptual 
entities.15 So long as the class o f truth bearers is restricted in these ways, it will 
be difficult to construct a theory o f truth in art.

Difficult, but not impossible. I can think, for example, o f two ways to 
regard propositions as vehicles o f  artistic truth. One way is to say that works 
of art simply are propositions or ifeat artworks can be true or false only inso
far as artworks function as objects o f logical discrimination, in both produc
tion and reception. Reminiscent o f  early W ittgenstein’s description o f  propo
sitions as pictures, this first approach says nothing about the unique manner 
in which art "carries” truth or falsehood. Another way to locate artistic truth 
m propositions is to say art embodies propositions in  a variety o f artistic phe
nomena and media. On this approach artistic truth exists independently o f its 
embodiment, even though the approach could allow certain propositions to be 
unique to art in the sense that they cannot be expressed or com municated 
acept by way o f art.16 The disadvantage to this second approach is that it rei
fies a logical object function into a thing in itself, as i f  propositions are inde
pendent and eternal universals simply waiting to be instantiated. Not only is 
this a questionable view o f propositions but also it ignores the social, histori
cal, and political character o f  artistic truth.

Although some other version may be possible, and although 1 have not given 

i  detailed account o f the two versions mentioned, I think the propositi onal view
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o f aitistic truth is beyond redemption. I f  there is truth in art, it will have to 
be located in som ething other than propositions. The sam e applies to the 
other conceptual and linguistic contenders —  judgm ents, sentences, utter
ances, assertions, and the like. For what distinguishes much o f art, as it has 
developed historically in various societies and under various political condi
tions, is its tendency to favor the nonconceptual, nonlinguistic, and non- 
prepositional. In fact, partly because Western societies have privileged sci
ence and technology but have failed to find m eaning in rationality, much of 
twentieth-century art has become anti-propositional. To expect o f such art 
that its truth be propositional would m isread m uch o f recent history. Abet
ter approach is that recommended by Adorno: to try to understand such art's 
in. com prehensibility.

Before turning to Adorno, let me note one anti-propositional approach that 
m ight seem compatible with a theory o f artistic truth but actually undermines 
the entire project. Som e philosophers have used speech act theory to propound 
a deflationary thesis to the effect that “is true” is not a genuine predicate. 
Consequently, “ there are no such properties as truth and falsity” and “nothing 
can bear truth values."17 The deflationary thesis has one potentially salutary 
effect, namely to break a fixation on conceptual and linguistic entities as privi
leged bearers o f truth. But this potential is purchased at the price o f rendering 
theories o f truth superfluous, and that would apply to a theory o f artistic truth 
as well. The deflationary thesis is a parallel in the analytic tradition to a ques
tioning o f the very idea o f truth within some o f French poststructuralism.

3-
Although the characterization o f truth bearers form s only part o f an adequate 
theory, it is decisive for the question whether truth can be meaningfully attrib
uted to art. That is why I find Adorno’s conception o f truth content 
(Wahrheitsgehalt) so instructive. Adorno’s conception allows one to attribute a 
nonpropositional import to artistic phenomena that is true or false but is nei
ther representational along either Platonic or Aristotelian lines nor expressive 
in the m anner proposed by Romantic theories. Once that fundamental point 
is granted, one can address the other questions o f truth theory, roughly, what 
truth is, what it means, and what it does.’8

Adorno clears the deck o f all remnants o f  logical positivism when he 
describes the truth content o f artworks as neither factual nor propositional yet 
perceptible and structural:

They have truth content and they do not have it. Positive science 
and the philosophy derived from it do not attain it. It is neither the 
w ork’s factual content nor its fragile and self-suspendable logical
ity.... What transcends the factual in the artwork, its spiritual con

tent, cannot be pinned down to what is individually, sensually
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given but is, rather, constituted by way o f this em pirical given
ness.... [Ajrtworks transcend their factuality through their facture, 
through the consistency o f their elaboration.'9

Can we give a fuller and more positive characterization o f truth in art? In 
one sense we cannot, since the truth content o f each artwork is unique to it 
and cannot be cleanly extracted from it: "The truth content o f artworks cannot 
be immediately identified. Just as it is known only mediately, it is mediated in 
itself.”20 Yet Adorno’s discussion allows for a number o f  additional charac
terizations, such as these:21 1) Truth in art has historical, societal, and politi
cal dimensions. Truth content is not a metaphysical idea or essence, for it is 
bound to specific historical stages, societal formations, and political contexts. 
2) Truth in art is not merely a human construct, even though it would not be 
available in art were it not for the production and reception o f particular 
works in specific media. 3) Truth in art emerges from the interaction between 
artists’ intentions and artistic materials. It is the materialization o f  the most 
advanced consciousness o f contradictions within the horizon o f possible rec
onciliation. 4) Truth in art depends both on the successful mediation o f  con
tent and form and on the suspension o f form on behalf o f that which exceeds 
this mediation. 5) Truth in art is nonpropositional, yet it invites and needs 
critical interpretation. 6) Truth in art is never available in a directly nonillu- 
sory way: “Art has truth as the semblance o f the illusionless.”22

To summarize Adorno’s conception, truth in art is carried by sociohistori
cal meaning that emerges from artistic production, depends on the mediation 
of content and form, resides in particular works, transcends them, and invites 
critical interpretation. Perhaps not every work has truth content 
{Wahrheitsgehalt), but every work having import (Gehalt) calls for judgm ents 
about the truth or falsity o f  its import. In a sense, then, truth in art has a dou
ble location. First, it is located in the truth content o f autonomous works o f 
art23 The concept o f truth content suggests that truth is in artworks and not 
simply prompted or denoted by them. Second, truth is located in a reciproca
tion between critical interpretation and artistic phenomena, a reciprocation 
that occurs by way o f  the truth content o f particular works.

The advantage to Adorno’s approach is twofold. First, it refuses to divorce 
truth from the phenomena o f art, insisting instead that truth is thoroughly 
mediated by the phenomena. Second, it resists the philosopher’s temptation 
to read into art whatever truth the philosopher wishes to find there. But this 
advantage comes with a double disadvantage. Not only does Adorno privilege 
autonomous art, specifically autonomous artworks, as the site o f truth in art, 
but also he privileges philosophy, specifically negative dialectical philosophy, as 
the most authoritative interpreter o f artistic truth.24

Admittedly it is difficult to give a philosophical account o f artistic truth that 

does not fall into one o f these two traps. Like Albrecht Wellmer, I have found
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Jurgen H aberm as's theory o f communicative action particularly helpful in 
that regard 25 Let me briefly sum m arize elements o f Habermas that are rele
vant for a theory o f truth. Then I shall propose an approach that combines the 
best insights o f Adorno and Habermas, but in a language that does not mere
ly derive from  either one.

Haberm as retains propositions as bearers o f truth, but he turns the claim to 
truth into an intersubjective validity claim .26 He speaks in this connection of 
shifting from a subject-object to a subject-subject paradigm. Habermas regards 
the claim to truth (Wahrheitj as one o f three validity claims for which every 
speaker is accountable when she or he uses language to reach an understand
ing. The other two validity claims are normative legitimacy or rightness 
(Richtigkeit) and sincerity or authenticity (Wahrhajiigkeit). As is illustrated in 
the following table, the three validity claims correspond to three universal prag
matic functions o f language: to represent something in the world, to establish 
interpersonal relations, and to express the speaker’s intentions, respectively. 
These functions can be derived by considering the three types o f  illocutionary 
force that, according to Habermas, speech acts can have: constative (assert, 
inform , etc.), regulative (promise, request, etc.), and expressive (wish, avow, 
etc ). Truth is the primary validity claim that we attach to constative speech acts.

Diagram 1

H aberm as’s Correlations o f Validity Claims, Language Functions, and Speech Acts

Validity Claims Universal Pragmatic Language Functions Types o f Speech acts

1. propositional truth representing a world constative

2. n orm ative legitim acy estab lishing interpersonal relations regulative

3. sincerity or authenticity expressing intentions expressive

H aberm as says that language users raise a claim to truth whenever the)' 
m ake utterances as a way o f  asserting, inform ing, describing, and the like. 
In ordinary conversation this claim often accom panies language use without 
calling attention to itself. Truth becom es an issue, however, when an assert
ed proposition is called into question. At this point it becom es apparent that 
the speaker has raised a truth claim when asserting the proposition. The only 
way to “ redeem ” this truth claim is to engage in discourse. Habermas dis
tinguishes “discourse” (Diskurs) from com municative action (Handlung). In 
communicative action we silently presuppose and accept the validity claims 
im plicit in our utterances. In discourse, by contrast, we engage in  argumen
tation, them atizing validity claim s that have becom e problematic and inves
tigating their legitim ation (Bercchtigung). In discourse we do not exchange
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“informations” as we might in an ordinary conversation about the weather, 
but rather we exchange argum ents that serve to ground or refute validity 
claims that have been problematized. For the most part, “facts” becom e a 
topic in discourse, not in conversation.27

Habermas tends to regard aesthetic validity claims as expressive rather than 
constative or regulative. In other words, when people call som ething beauti
ful or publicly judge the quality o f a musical perform ance or literary work, 
they are prim arily expressing their own experience and raising a claim to be 
sincere or truthful in that expression.28 Such a claim can, o f course, be chal
lenged by any conversation partner. The sorting out o f such challenges would 
characterize aesthetic discourse. Habermas also tends to characterize art and 
art criticism as a differentiated value sphere in which expressive validity 
claims can be thematized. Science/technology and law/morality, by contrast, 
are differentiated value spheres for the thematizing o f constative and regula
tive validity claims, respectively.

Because Haberm as grounds his theory in a reconstruction o f social theory 
and o f ordinary language, his approach privileges neither autonomous art
works as the site o f truth in art nor philosophy as the most authoritative inter
preter o f  artistic truth. This provides a worthwhile correction to Adorno’s 
approach. Unfortunately, it comes at the expense o f nearly elim inating art’s 
capacity to carry truth. At best, in a modification borrowed from  W ellmer, 
Habermas accords artworks a “truth potential” as a singular power “to dis
close anew an apparently fam iliar reality” and thereby to address ordinary 
experience, in which the three validity dom ains interm esh.29 This account 
implies that art is not entirely locked up in an autonomous sphere o f aesthet
ic validity overseen by professional artists and expert critics but can directly 
stimulate transformed relations among ordinary selves or between them and 
the world. Nevertheless, given the distance Haberm as h im self has pointed 
out between ordinary experience and the expert culture o f the aesthetic 
domain, his appeal to artistic truth potential is not grounded in a social-theo
retical account o f how this potential could be actualized.

This problem is linked to H aberm as's tendency to underestimate the dis- 
dosive functions o f  ordinary language, as Charles Taylor su ggests.30 
Although Haberm as grants Taylor the point that ordinary language serves to 
open up new perspectives on the world, interpersonal relations, and one’s 
self, he does not treat this as a central function o f  language. Rather, linguistic 
disclosure is a pre-staging, as it were, o f the com municative action in which 
validity claims are raised.31

Indeed, Habermas considers the truth potential o f  artworks and the dis- 
dosive function o f language to be sim ilar in precisely this regard:

To the extent that experiences with their inner nature gain inde

pendence in an aesthetic sphere o f  its own, the works o f
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autonomous art take on the role o f eye-opening objects that pro
voke new modes o f perceiving, new attitudes and form s o f behav
ior. Aesthetic experiences are not linked to particular practices; 
they are not related to cognitive-instrumental skills and moral 
beliefs that grow out o f innerworldly learning processes; they are 
bound up with the world-constituting, world-disclosing function 
o f  language.32

This has prompted sympathetic critics such as Maeve Cooke to propose 
that Haberm as admit additional types o f validity claims beyond the three he 
identifies, and to expand his conception o f communicative action to include 
the sorts o f interpretation and formulation that occur not only in art but also 
in ordinary language.33

4  •

This is not the place to sort out such Habermasian debates. Instead let me pro
pose an approach to artistic truth that combines Adorno’s insight into artistic 
“truth content” with Haberm as’s insight into the differentiated character of 
validity claims. My suggestion is to consider artistic truth to be internal to artis
tic phenomena, as Adorno claims, yet differentiated into three dimensions, in 
a m anner reminiscent o f Habermas. As I shall explain, these dimensions can 
be understood in terms o f either three relationships that artistic phenomena 
sustain or three levels at which they function. Moreover, the prevalence of one 
or another dim ension correlates with the historically conditioned status of the 
phenom enon —  i.e., whether or not it is constituted as a work o f art.34

Let us suppose that all the art we know of, whether “high” or “low,” 
whether “popular” or “esoteric,” whether “m ass art” or “ folk art,” has as one 
o f  its tasks to proffer and provoke imaginative insight. To be imaginative, 
such insight cannot be divorced from the media o f imagination —  images, 
stories, metaphors, musical compositions, dramatic enactments, and the like. 
To be insightful, such media o f imagination cannot be deployed in either arbi
trary or rigid ways. Perhaps, to avoid the static and visual metaphor of 
“insight,” we should speak o f  imaginative inseeings, imaginative inhearings, 
im aginative intouchings, and the like. As a generic term I shall use the word 
“disclosure” rather than “insight.”35

I take it that when people talk about truth in art, they are referring to how 
art discloses som ething o f vital importance that is hard to pin down. When 
philosophers disagree about how to theorize truth in  art, their disputes usu
ally concern what art does or can disclose, how this disclosure takes place, and 
whether this disclosure is important, legitimate, preferable, and the like. 
Philosophers also disagree as to whether this disclosure is also a concealment 
(Heidegger), and, i f  so, how the process o f disclosure and concealment con
tributes to hum an knowledge.
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Art can be true in the sense that its imaginative disclosures can uncover 
what needs to be uncovered. Art can be false in the sense that its imaginative 
disclosures can cover up what needs 10 be uncovered. Once we realize what is 
at stake in artistic truth or falsehood, it will not do to say “This is m erely im ag
inative; just playful or ironic or parodic exploration; the work o f cieative 
genius.” Such special pleadings have the inadvertent effect o f m aking an seem 
irrelevant or frivolous, as i f  imagination has little to do with disclosure. But it 
also will not suffice sim ply to attack disturbing art as “blatantly im m oral" or 
"sacrilegious" or “ repressive.” Such hyperbolic accusations inadvertently make 
art seem more directiy effective than the imaginative character o f  its truth or 
falsity permits, as i f  artistic disclosure is not tied to imagination.

Philosophers who reflect on contemporary art, and who engage in cultural 
and social critique, must ask, “What needs to be disclosed in an imaginative 
way?” This is not so different from the question facing every artist o f  integri
ty. There is no way to answer the question once and for all, especially not 
when one is an'artist, since that which needs disclosure is continually chang
ing, as are the media o f imaginative disclosure. In the broadest terms, a 
philosopher must appeal to a general understanding o f  good and evil. At var
ious stages o f social history one or another pathology may have priority. 
Hence, for example, Adorno may have been right to connect the truth o f mod 
em art with the memory o f suffering and the exposure o f antagonism s in a 
society that erases this memory and resists such exposure while it multiplies 
suffering and deepens antagonisms. Nevertheless, where im aginative disclo
sure is genuinely needed, what needs to be disclosed cannot be limited to 
autonomous artworks, nor can the identification o f these needs be the sole 
prerogative o f philosophy.

It is crucial, I think, that imaginative disclosure occurs in art itself, and 
not merely in people’s lives when they experience it, talk about it, and engage 
in arts-related discourse. At the sam e time, however, I see little reason to 
restrict imaginative disclosure to the “im port” o f autonomous works o f  art. 
Every artistic phenomenon, whether or not it is constituted as a work o f  art, 
occurs in contexts o f production and use. Accordingly, the idea o f  im agina
tive disclosure can be differentiated into concepts o f  mediated expression, 
configured import, and interpretable presentation. “ Mediated expression" 
indicates a relationship to the context o f production. It pertains to the phe
nomenon’s status as an imaginative artifact. “ Interpretable presentation” 
indicates a relationship to the context o f use. It pertains to the phenom e
non’s status as an im aginative object o f appreciation, interpretation, and crit
icism. “Configured im port,” however, indicates the phenom enon’s relation
ship to its own internal demands, and it may well be peculiar to artworks. In 
traditional term s, which Adorno also uses, import has to do with the rela
tionship between content and form within phenomena that are institution
ally constituted as works o f art.
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This im plies that an artistic phenomenon can be true in three respects: 
true with respect to the artist's intentions, true with respect to the audience’s 
needs and expectations, and true with respect to an artwork’s internal 
dem ands. It also im plies that an artistic phenomenon succeeding in one or 
two respects can nonetheless fail in another, just as a well-formed speech act 
asserting a proposition can be inappropriate, for example, or a genuine act of 
prom ising can be misinterpreted. I designate these three dim ensions o f artis
tic truth with the term s authenticity (vis-d-vis the artist’s intentions), signifi
cance (vis-a-vis the audience's expectations), and integrity (vts-a-ws the work’s 
internal demands). Perhaps “great works o f art” tend to display all three of 
these, and continue to display them in new contexts o f use.

One can also take such dim ensions o f truth to mark different levels of 
functioning. Thus, for example, authenticity pertains to the expression of 
intentions, significance to the establishing o f interpersonal relations, and 
integrity to the presenting o f  a world, all within a process o f imaginative dis
closure.36 I f  this is right, then one can postulate more precise links between 
artistic truth and the sorts o f  speech acts that com m only occur when people 
engage in art appreciation, interpretation, and criticism —  more precise than 
a diffuse entering into ordinary experience where three validity domains 
interm esh, as described by W ellmer and Haberm as. To indicate these links, 1 
need to introduce one m ore set o f terms.

It is com m on knowledge, and a basis for m uch o f analytic aesthetics, that 
language usage pervades ordinary experiences o f art. Viewers, listeners, and 
readers talk about art, write and read about it, watch videos and television pro
gram s about art, read reviews, listen to their acquaintances talk about art, and 
so forth. Let me introduce the phrase “art talk" as a way o f summarizing all 
these sorts o f  language usage.37 When art talk occurs as a relatively unprob
lematic use o f  language to reach an understanding, it can be called “art con
versation.” W hen it enters a more “ reflective” mode, however, and implicit 
validity claim s becom e an explicit topic o f discussion, art talk can be called 
“art discourse.”38 In everyday art talk people regularly and almost impercepti
bly slide between conversation and discourse. There are m any possible topic* 
(depending on the artistic m edium , the background and experience of tfl! 
participants, and the setting and occasion), and m any different dimensions to 
art can provide points o f  entry: technical, economic, political, ethical, etc 
H ere I am singling out the topic o f  truth as approached via art’s aesthetic 
dim ension. My proposal is as follows.

Like language usage in most other contexts, art conversation tends not to 
thematize the validity claims implicit in speech acts, but it does make the trulfl 
dim ensions o f art available for art discourse. Conversations about art addrest. 
am ong other topics, the artist’s intentions, the audience’s expectations, and toe 
artwork’s internal demands. These conversations shift readily across descrip
tive, interpretive, explanatory, evaluative, and prescriptive registers. Frequently
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one discussion partner or another will find a particular art phenomenon l*ck 
ing in authenticity or significance or integrity, saying this painting is not gen
uine or that piece of music doesn’t do anything for rne or that film is a piece of 
trash. I f  som eone else disagrees, then the implicit “norm s” o f authenticity, sig
nificance, and integrity can themselves become topics o f discussion. Someone, 
for example, may ask you why you do not find the painting genuine, or why 
you think it should be genuine, or what you mean by “genuine,” and you might 
respond by appealing to some notion o f authenticity. When you give reasons 
for your judgment and explain your criteria, your conversation tends to turn 
into discourse.

Art discourse does more than thematize the dim ensions o f artistic train, 
however. It also thematizes the validity dim ensions o f art conversation itself. 
Hence the topic for discursive consideration might very well be not sim ply the 
authenticity, significance, or integrity o f the artistic phenom enon but the sin 
cerity or appropriateness or correctness o f  a discussant’s claim s about it. 
Often, in fact, the topics o f art discourse jum p back and forth between artis
tic truth and conversational validity claims. I might assert that a painting by 
Norman Rockwell presents too rosy a picture o f  Am erican fam ily life. You 
might dispute m y assertion and ask me to defend or explain it. I might reply 
by appealing to certain facts —  the clean-scrubbed look o f the children, the 
sentimental happiness o f  the dog, etc. You might grant these facts, but say 
they do not make up a rosy picture. Or you might grant that they make up a 
rosy picture, but you might deny that such a picture is too rosy. Very soon we 
might find ourselves discussing what Rockwell “was trying to depict” (inten
tion) and how others have interpreted this depiction (significance). And so it 
would go.

At a m inim um , this dispute would have two inseparable and sim ultaneous 
poles: the painting’s import, and the asserted proposition. To reach agree
ment concerning the first pole, we would need to look at the painting togeth
er and try to see “what the painting is all about.” To reach agreem ent con
cerning the second pole, we would need to establish whether certain shared 
facts bear out the asserted proposition. I f  we had not both looked at the paint
ing with an eye to its import, we would be hard pressed to find sufficient 
shared facts relevant to the disputed proposition. Facts are funded (not found
ed) by objects as experienced, even though, according to Haberm as, facts play 
a role only in discourse.

So I wish to postulate not simply a general connection between artistic 
truth and conversational validity claims, but more specific links between each 
of the three dim ensions o f artistic truth and each o f the three validity claims: 
between artistic authenticity and expressive sincerity, between artistic signifi
cance and normative legitimacy, and between artistic integrity and proposi- 
lipnai truth. Moreover, the links are dyadic. In the first place, art conversa
tions cannot get at artistic authenticity without raising a conversational claim
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to sincerity; they cannot get at artistic significance without raising a conver
sational claim to normative legitimacy; and they cannot get at artistic integri
ty without raising a conversational claim to propositional truth. In the second 
place, our experience with issues o f authenticity, significance, and integrity in 
art, and our art conversation about these issues, are part o f the lived matrix 
from  which the content o f the correlative validity claims arises.

I f  these links and their dyadic structure could be demonstrated in suffi
cient detail, that would help  show that im aginative disclosure is neither eso
teric (Adorno) nor peripheral (Habermas). It would also provide a way to build 
disclosure into the very fabric o f communicative action, rather than relegating 
it to a prelim inary stage within language usage. My proposal m ight even offer 
a different perspective on propositional truth, both by tying it more closely to 
im aginative disclosure than standard truth theories allow and by indicating 
truth itself to be a multidimensional idea whose reduction to propositional 
truth leads to theoretical impoverishment and practical dead ends.

I m ust finish on that promissory note, hoping to redeem som e o f my more 
am bitious claim s in a book-length m a n t i i p t .  Let m e conclude with com
m ents about the relevance o f my approach to Hart’s work in epistemology.

5 -

Earlier I indicated my long-standing reservations with the way in which 
H art’s writings link analysis and critique. I f  conceptual and sem antic modes 
o f experience are the prim ary or exclusive ways in which order is known, as 
Hart seem s to think, then this puts rationality in a privileged position, con
trary to the gist o f his own criticisms o f what he calls the rationality tradition. 
As is apparent from nearly all his writings, those criticism s are motivated by 
a religious conviction that knowledge and truth are not only multidimension
al but also guided by a deeply spiritual trust with respect to “the existential 
boundary issues o f  experience: life and death, origin and destiny, meaning 
and happiness, good and evil... .”39 In these respects he is a faithful follower 
o f  Dooyeweerd, despite the differences in their vocabularies. Both o f them 
propose holistic epistemologies based on anti-reductionist ontologies and 
motivated by religious concerns.

In H art's later writings, however, his criticism s o f  the rationality tradition 
generate a problematic account o f religion. Opposing a tendency to reduce 
Christianity and other religions to systems o f propositions and beliefs (which 
can then be rejected as irrational by enlightened critics), Hart describes reli
gion as a com m unity’s living out o f  trust, guided by an historically narrative 
wisdom .40 That leads to what I consider to be an overly spiritualized episte
mology and an insufficiently rational spirituality. I shall sketch what this 
m eans, and then suggest how my own approach to the topic o f  artistic truth 
could provide fruitful revisions. For brevity's sake, let me restrict m y discus
sion to the essay “Conceptual Understanding and Knowing Other-wise.”
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This essay describes rationality as the “capacity to reach a conceptual 
understanding o f regularity and structure in reality which gives us a general 
grasp o f things.” The m easure o f worth for conceptual insights is their use
fulness in dealing with reality: “ I f  [concepts] are true in our experience this 
can at most mean that with their help we have been able to make better adjust
ments to real relationships in our real experience. They help us to control d is
ease, improve crops, spread wealth, and do many other wonderful things that 
could not have been done without them .” Whether such uses are themselves 
worthwhile depends, in turn, on their integration with a spiritual way o f life: 
“[Rational knowledge] gives potentially beneficial powers to our culture, ever, 
though such power can be... abused... . Hence we [Westerners] face a serious 
call to responsibility in knowing how to deploy our rational powers... . The 
power is not as such evil, nor is it automatically good. Only what we do with 
it in our spiritual journey determines the good and the evil."41

These passages, and many others like them, express what 1 would call an 
overly spiritualized epistemology. By that, in  this context, I m ean an account 
of “rational knowledge” which first reduces the validity dim ensions o f  com 
municative action to propositional truth, then reduces propositional truth to 
a matter o f practical effects, and finally subsum es the question o f practical 
effectiveness under a postrational spirituality. I have more to say about “pos- 
trational spirituality” below. First 1 need to explain why I see two reductions, 
and why 1 find them problematic.

I find Hart’s account o f  “rational knowledge” unduly restrictive in light of 
the “ rationality tradition” he criticizes. S ince I ’ve already d iscussed  
Habermas, I'll return to him, even though one could just as easily go back to 
Kant’s tripartite discussion o f rationality —  understanding (Vcrstand), practi
cal reason (Vernunfi), and reflective judgment (Urteilskraft). Kant’s discussion 
is die obvious predecessor to H aberm as’s differentiation o f com m unicative 
rationality into cognitive-instrumental, moral-practical, and aesthetic-practical 
rationality, with their correlated validity claims o f  propositional truth, norm a
tive legitimacy, and expressive sincerity. It seem s to me that Hart credits only 
the first o f these moments o f communicative rationality and ignores the other 
two altogether. This helps explain why he tends to link analysis and order, 
since, historically, cognitive-instrumental rationality has been concerned to 
uncover laws, patterns, and the like. But he also overlooks the critical side o f 
cognitive-instrumental rationality, which Kant adumbrated in his discussion 
of reason (Vernunfi) in its theoretical employment, and which Haberm as 
stresses by pointing to the communicative preconditions that make such 
rationality possible. Instead Hart loads critical capacities into other, “nonra- 
tional" dim ensions o f knowledge that trump, as it were, the deliverances o f 

(propositionally restricted) rationality. Hence there can be no criteria internal 
to "rational knowledge” that help us adjudicate the truth or falsity o f its dis
coveries and assertions, but only the external criterion o f  a conceptual
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insight’s potential benefit for human life. Since Hart does not deal with ques
tions about how “rationally” to sort out the priorities o f different potential 
benefits or to distinguish genuine benefits from bogus ones, but assumes 
these questions will be adequately answered by our spiritual orientation, I 
reluctantly but ineluctably conclude that he has proposed an overly spiritual
ized epistemology.

The flip side o f this, as I have already hinted, is an insufficiently rational 
spirituality, or what 1 described in passing as a postrational spirituality. In 
“Conceptual Understanding and Knowing Other-wise,” Hart describes “spiri
tual know ing” as “knowing focused in hope and trust.” Such knowing “ seeks 
to em brace an open vision o f hope in embodied trust, without domination or 
totalization." It allows people to “come to know our future, our comfort, our 
neighbor in ways that give shape to com m unal traditions in narratives which 
direct, edify, and comfort us...” The faith-talk appropriate to such spiritual 
knowing is “m etaphorical” in the sense that it “breaks through the limits of 
given language to remain open to saying what lies beyond being said.” So too 
the beliefs o f faith —  a rational dimension within spiritual knowing, accord
ing to Hart —  are “an imaginative articulation o f how trusted forces speak to 
us as they guide u s.”42

As these passages illustrate, Hart does not advocate a totally irrational 
spirituality. This would be very difficult to do so long as one speaks o f spiri
tual knowing, gives rationality a (limited) role in full-fledged, multidimen
sional, and integral knowledge, and recognizes a place for faith-talk and 
beliefs o f faith within spirituality. My worry, therefore, is not that Hart has 
rendered spirituality irrational but rather that he has made it insufficiently 
rational. It is telling, I think, that he seldom raises the question o f false or 
destructive spirituality, other than in his caustic and astute com m ents on the 
latent spirituality o f  the rationality tradition. Yet i f  spirituality is truly a way 
o f  knowing, then there must be differences between better and worse 
instances o f  it, and there must be ways to tell the difference. Not every object 
o f hope and trust is worthy o f such, as the Hebrew prophets made abun
dantly clear. Not every com munal narrative tradition shaped by spiritual 
know ing promotes hum an flourishing, as the sordid history o f  nationalist, 
racist, and im perialist mythologies in the twentieth century m akes painfully 
plain. Nor will it suffice at such points o f  deep critique sim ply to appeal to 
the story guiding one's own com munity o f faith, which as often as not has 
squandered whatever hope and trust it receives and has perpetuated the 
destruction it decries. What is needed is a spirituality that is both critical and 
self-critical, and for this neither metaphorical faith-talk nor imaginative 
beliefs are adequate. As described by Hart, they are not sufficiently rational 
to support criticism  and self-criticism. Moreover, because these are the only 
elem ents o f  rationality he admits into spiritual knowing, the spirituality he 

describes is insufficiently rational.
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To prevent misunderstanding, let me hasten to add that the m issing ele
ments o f  rationality o f most concern here are not Hart’s truncated version of 
rationality as the conceptual understanding o f order. Instead i surm ise that 
the pressure created by Hart's restricted notion o f  rationality drives other ele
ments o f  rationality from his account o f  spirituality. I f  rationality were con
ceived instead as communicative, hence intersubjective, rather than mono- 
logical, and as oriented toward a plurality o f validity claim s rather than toward 
a (constructed) order o f  reality, then a richer account o f  the rationality within 
spirituality could be given, and the necessity o f  spiritual discernm ent and d is
course could be fully acknowledged.

Here m y own account o f artistic truth might help. Much earlier i m en
tioned the Romantic flavor to Hart’s manner o f attributing truth capacity to 
the arts in this essay. He seems to have an expressive theory o f  art, according 
to which art discloses the higher truths o f the inner self, or at least ones that 
are “not available to discursive conceptual knowing.’’43 In retrospect, this 
notion o f  artistic truth seems available only to a philosophy that has not com 
pleted the linguistic turn. An incomplete linguistic turn also affects H art’s 
accounts o f rationality and spirituality, both o f which assum e a type o f im m e
diacy between subject and object, even when the object is a mystery o f  taith. 
More specifically, it affects Hart’s account o f  the elements o f rationality with
in spiritual knowing, namely, faith-talk and beliefs o f  faith. When he 
describes faith-talk as “metaphorical,” the im plied concept o f metaphor is the 
Romantic symbol, which directly expresses the ineffable without the inter
vention o f ordinary language.44 Similarly, when he characterizes beliefs o f 
faith as “imaginative articulations," the implied concept o f im agination is 
Romantic creative intuition, which directly captures what ordinary under
standing cannot grasp.

Such nonrational imm ediacy disappears, however, i f  one postulates an 
internally differentiated idea o f artistic truth and links the dim ensions o f 
artistic truth with validity dim ensions in art conversation, which them selves 
can be discursively thematized. Then im aginative disclosures, such as one 
finds in art, appear to contain important elem ents o f (communicative) ratio
nality: discussable norm s, i f  you will, o f authenticity, significance, and 
integrity. It also appears that such elements call for conversation and dis
course that have their own elements o f rationality: the validity claim s o f 
expressive sincerity, norm ative legitim acy, and prepositional truth. 
Moreover, the rationality o f both art and art talk are dialogical rather than 
monological, so that the possibility o f criticism and self-criticism  is built into 
the very fabric o f imaginative disclosure.

Similar points can and should be made about faith-talk and beliefs o f faith. 
One can grant that these are metaphorical and imaginative without thereby 
pitting them against or placing them above rationality, i f  faith-talk and belief's 
of faith function as means o f imaginative disclosure within spirituality, on my
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account o f  imaginative disclosure they will be open to assessm ents o f their 
authenticity, significance, and integrity. I f  they function as m eans o f trustful 
conversation, on my account o f conversation they will imply discussable valid
ity claim s to sincerity, legitimacy, and propositional truth. And i f  faith-talk 
and beliefs o f faith involve both imaginative disclosure and trustful conversa
tion, as 1 suspect they do, then they will display a nexus o f  disdosive truth and 
com m unicative rationality very sim ilar to the linkages I have mapped for art 
and art talk.

On this proposed revision o f Hartian philosophy, spirituality would no 
longer seem  insufficiently rational, but appropriately rational. Spirituality con
strued along these lines will preserve the unique character o f  “spiritual know
ing," but it will not threaten to turn “knowing otherwise" into something that 
is otherwise than knowing. Perhaps, then, the long journey o f exploration that 
H endrik Hart helped m e launch a few decades ago will have turned up a few 
discoveries that he, too, finds beneficial for a spirituality he has so generous
ly nurtured, exemplified, and studied as a systematic philosopher in the 
Kuyperian tradition.45
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teaching at ICS for a sem ester in 19 9 1.

56 Perhaps these levels can also be mapped onto a Seerveldian or H artian ontology 
as linguistic, social, and analytic analogues, respectively, within an aesthetic 
domain.

J? T alk” is intended to include reading, writing, and listening. It is difficult to find 
one term for all o f  these, especially since, like H aberm as, I reserve “discourse" as 
a more technical term, but I find “com m unicative action” problem atic, for rea
sons similar to those given by Cooke in  Cooke 19 9 4 : 76-78.

$  I use the terms “art conversation” and “art discourse" rather than "aesthetic” con
versation and discourse for two reasons: to avoid a com m on tendency am ong 
philosophers to reduce art to its aesthetic dim ension, and to avoid the equally 
common tendency to reduce the aesthetic dim ension to art. I explain the im por
tance o f this Seerveldian anti-reductionism in Zuidervaart 19 9 9 .

ju Hart 1997: 21.
30 In his unpublished 19 9 0  paper “Reason and Religion Revisited,” for example, 

Hart writes that "Christianity is rooted in the storied and ritualized w isdom  o f  a 
people in the face o f  the m ysteries o f  our ultimate origin and destiny, developed 
over time, giving context to hum an life vis a vis questions that none o f  us can 
avoid... [T]his wisdom  is accepted in a trust which allows us to be in the world in 
a certain way... Revelation o f  truth is not supernatural dictation o f  divine proposi
tions, but a laying bare o f  wisdom  through trust, a disclosure o f ultim ate direc
tives that give us hope in journeying to our destiny, whose truth lies in their reli
ability in use” (6-7).

42 Hart 1997: 34-35, 35, 36. One peculiarity o f  passages like these is that H art seem s 
to assign truth (pragmatically defined) to concepts rather than to propositions, 
assertions, or judgm ents. A  discussion o f  this, however, would take us too far 
afield.

41 Hart 1997: 44-45.
4? Hart 1997: 39.
44 This Romantic inflection is puzzling, since Hart has paid careful attention to the 

work on metaphor done by George Lakoff and M ark Johnson. See Lakoff and 
Johnson 19 9 9 : 47, where they describe conceptual m etaphors as “ m appings 
across conceptual dom ains that structure our reasoning, our experience, and our 
everyday language.” Perhaps I have m isread H art’s discussion o f  faith-talk as 
metaphorical, or perhaps he employs two different concepts o f  m etaphor.

4 5 1 wish to thank Calvin G. Seerveld, Clarence Joldersm a, and m y colleagues in the 
Philosophy Department at Calvin College for their helpful com m ents on an earli
er draft o f  this essay.


